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Global Customer Base





❑ Product security reviews for the largest professional networking platform

❑ Product pentest, code review for an Anti money laundering SaaS product company

❑ Product security reviews and ISO27001 compliance readiness and post certification support

for 3+ yrs, for a leading real estate CRM SaaS product company

❑ Secure Code reviews and pentests for a leading payment and financial technology company

❑ Application pentests of products for an Email security SaaS product company

❑ Pentests for a BPM (Business Process Management) SaaS product company

❑ Product security assurance for a product-platform-as-a-service (PPaaS) company

❑ Product security assurance and HIPAA readiness for a healthcare SaaS product company

❑ Pentests for a Mobile and IOT solution for a company in the automotive industry

Some Success stories



❑ Pentest for a Block chain based SaaS product

❑ Application and deployment security review for Ecommerce / Online ordering / Delivery apps

❑ Product pentest for a reputed messaging app company

❑ Product security review for a Talent solutions SaaS product company

❑ Product pentests of products for a customer engagement and experience company

❑ Product pentest and compliance readiness for an on-demand work force and work completion

solution company

❑ Multiple projects for a large conglomerate enterprise

❑ Security review for healthcare mobile apps

❑ Security review for a data security product company

❑ Security company catering to SaaS security challenges

Some Success stories





“cyberSecurist was methodical and precise in finding, triaging, and providing

remediation advice for our web application and infrastructure vulnerabilities.

The engagement was professional and very well organized. Despite our rushed timeline

for the engagement and limited time for hands-on work, Suhas, Mahesh, and team were

able to orchestrate an efficient workflow and produce results within the short timeline.

We appreciate cyberSecurist for their professional work and excellent character.

We would highly recommend them to any company that is looking for quality

Penetration Testing work.”

Client Testimonial 1 



“CyberSecurist has helped our team to conduct thorough security assessment of our

product. They followed all right practices while assessing the security aspect of our

product with a very detailed security assessment covering infrastructure, deployment,

configuration, data exchange boundaries & so on.

We are impressed with the depth of knowledge and commitment to ensure that our

platform goes to the market with high confidence on security.”

Client Testimonial 2 



“We trust cyberSecurist for their meticulous understanding of the business problems

while they craft their IT security solutions.

They deliver what is required optimally for the situation and also hand hold for further

approach. The team is highly proficient and has the ability to counter any complex

project.

We strongly recommend them and wish them well. We look forward to a long journey

further with them.”

Client Testimonial 3 



CyberSecurist team worked very professionally with us. They performed a detailed

security vulnerabilities pen-testing on our product and enabled us to immediately close

them in parallel. This helped in saving a lot of time. The report is very well structured

and elaborately written.

The whole activity was conducted by a highly motivated and technology specialized

team and I am very satisfied with the cooperation.

Keep doing the awesome job team cyberSecurist. I certainly would highly recommend

cyberSecurist !

Client Testimonial 4 
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